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 he United States rapidly is becoming a country in
T
which the majority of citizens will have skin of color.
Our study results strongly suggest that skin of color
may be seriously underrepresented in medical education and can guide modifications to preclinical
dermatology medical education to develop a more
comprehensive and inclusive curriculum.
Efforts should be made to increase images and discussion of skin of color in preclinical didactics.
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Disease presentations can vary between different skin phototypes,
at times requiring distinct management and therapies. Medical
education curricula have yet to be updated to better reflect and
address the dermatologic needs of an increasingly diverse population. The objective of this study was to determine if the preclinical
dermatology curriculum at 3 US medical schools provided adequate
representation of skin of color patients in their didactic presentation
slides. Three US medical schools—all members of the American
Medical Association (AMA) Accelerating Change in Medical
Education consortium—were included in the study. The institutions
were a blend of private and public schools located across different geographic boundaries. The main outcome measures included the proportion of total skin of color photographs for each institution, the number
of priority conditions for skin of color patients, and the discussion of

C

differences between skin types. The results strongly suggested that skin
of color is underrepresented in the preclinical dermatology curriculum at
all 3 institutions. Efforts should be made to increase images and discussion of skin of color in preclinical didactics.
Cutis. 2021;108:204-209.
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ccording to the US Census Bureau, more than
half of all Americans are projected to belong to a
minority group, defined as any group other than
non-Hispanic White alone, by 2044.1 Consequently, the
United States rapidly is becoming a country in which the
majority of citizens will have skin of color. Individuals
with skin of color are of diverse ethnic backgrounds
and include people of African, Latin American, Native
American, Pacific Islander, and Asian descent, as well
as interethnic backgrounds.2 Throughout the country,
dermatologists along with primary care practitioners
may be confronted with certain cutaneous conditions
that have varying disease presentations or processes in
patients with skin of color. It also is important to note
that racial categories are socially rather than biologically
constructed, and the term skin of color includes a wide
variety of diverse skin types. Nevertheless, the current literature thoroughly supports unique pathophysiologic differences in skin of color as well as variations in
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color pervades foundational dermatologic educational
resources, including commonly used textbooks as well as
continuing medical education disseminated at national
conferences and meetings.17 Taken together, these findings highlight the need for more diverse and representative exposure to skin of color throughout medical training,
which begins with a diverse inclusive undergraduate
medical education in dermatology.
The objective of this study was to determine if the preclinical dermatology curriculum at 3 US medical schools
provided adequate representation of skin of color patients
in their didactic presentation slides.

Methods

co
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Participants—Three US medical schools, a blend of private and public medical schools located across different geographic boundaries, agreed to participate in
the study. All 3 institutions were current members of
the American Medical Association (AMA) Accelerating
Change in Medical Education consortium, whose primary
goal is to create the medical school of the future and
transform physician training.18 All 32 member institutions
of the AMA consortium were contacted to request their
participation in the study. As part of the consortium, these
institutions have vowed to collectively work to develop
and share the best models for educational advancement
to improve care for patients, populations, and communities18 and would expectedly provide a more racially and
ethnically inclusive curriculum than an institution not
accountable to a group dedicated to identifying the best
ways to deliver care for increasingly diverse communities.
Data Collection—Lectures were included if they were
presented during dermatology preclinical courses in the
2015 to 2016 academic year. An uninvolved third party
removed the names and identities of instructors to preserve anonymity. Two independent coders from different
institutions extracted the data—lecture title, total number
of clinical and histologic images, and number of skin
of color images—from each of the anonymized lectures
using a standardized coding form. We documented differences in skin of color noted in lectures and the disease
context for the discussed differences, such as variations
in clinical presentation, disease process, epidemiology/
risk, and treatment between different skin phenotypes
or ethnic groups. Photographs in which the coders were
unable to differentiate whether the patient had skin
of color were designated as indeterminate or unclear.
Photographs appearing to represent Fitzpatrick skin
types IV, V, and VI19 were categorically designated as skin
of color, and those appearing to represent Fitzpatrick
skin types I and II were described as not skin of color;
however, images appearing to represent Fitzpatrick skin
type III often were classified as not skin of color or
indeterminate and occasionally skin of color. The Figure
shows examples of images classified as skin of color, indeterminate, and not skin of color. Photographs often were
classified as indeterminate due to poor lighting, close-up
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disease manifestation compared to White patients.3-5 For
example, the increased lability of melanosomes in skin of
color patients, which increases their risk for postinflammatory hyperpigmentation, has been well documented.5-7
There are various dermatologic conditions that also occur
with higher frequency and manifest uniquely in people
with darker, more pigmented skin,7-9 and dermatologists,
along with primary care physicians, should feel prepared
to recognize and address them.
Extensive evidence also indicates that there are
unique aspects to consider while managing certain skin
diseases in patients with skin of color.8,10,11 Consequently,
as noted on the Skin of Color Society (SOCS) website,
“[a]n increase in the body of dermatological literature
concerning skin of color as well as the advancement of
both basic science and clinical investigational research
is necessary to meet the needs of the expanding skin
of color population.”2 In the meantime, current knowledge regarding cutaneous conditions that diversely or
disproportionately affect skin of color should be actively
disseminated to physicians in training. Although patients
with skin of color should always have access to comprehensive care and knowledgeable practitioners, the current
changes in national and regional demographics further
underscore the need for a more thorough understanding
of skin of color with regard to disease pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment.
Several studies have found that medical students in
the United States are minimally exposed to dermatology in general compared to other clinical specialties,12-14
which can easily lead to the underrecognition of disorders
that may uniquely or disproportionately affect individuals
with pigmented skin. Recent data showed that medical
schools typically required fewer than 10 hours of dermatology instruction,12 and on average, dermatologic
training made up less than 1% of a medical student’s
undergraduate medical education.13,15,16 Consequently,
less than 40% of primary care residents felt that their
medical school curriculum adequately prepared them
to manage common skin conditions.14 Although not all
physicians should be expected to fully grasp the complexities of skin of color and its diagnostic and therapeutic
implications, both practicing and training dermatologists
have acknowledged a lack of exposure to skin of color.
In one study, approximately 47% of dermatologists and
dermatology residents reported that their medical training (medical school and/or residency) was inadequate
in training them on skin conditions in Black patients.
Furthermore, many who felt their training was lacking
in skin of color identified the need for greater exposure
to Black patients and training materials.15 The absence of
comprehensive medical education regarding skin of color
ultimately can be a disadvantage for both practitioners
and patients, resulting in poorer outcomes. Furthermore,
underrepresentation of skin of color may persist beyond
undergraduate and graduate medical education. There
also is evidence to suggest that noninclusion of skin of
WWW.MDEDGE.COM/DERMATOLOGY
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additional slide review and discussion. The final coded
data with the agreed upon changes were used for statistical analyses. Recent national demographic data from the
US Census Bureau in 2019 describe approximately 39.9%
of the population as belonging to racial/ethnic groups
other than non-Hispanic/Latinx White.21 Consequently,
the standard for adequate representation for skin of color
photographs was set at 35% for the purpose of this study.

Results
Across all 3 institutions included in the study, the proportion of the total number of clinical photographs showing
skin of color was 16% (290/1812). Eight percent of the
total photographs (145/1812) were noted to be indeterminate (Table). For institution 1, 23.6% of photographs
(155/658) showed skin of color, and 12.6% (83/658) were
indeterminate. For institution 2, 13.1% (76/578) showed
skin of color and 7.8% (45/578) were indeterminate.
For institution 3, 10.2% (59/576) showed skin of color and
3% (17/576) were indeterminate.
Institutions 1, 2, and 3 had 18, 8, and 17 total dermatology lectures, respectively. Of the 19 conditions designated as areas of importance to skin of color patients by
the SOCS, 16 (84.2%) were discussed by institution 1, 11
(57.9%) by institution 2, and 9 (47.4%) by institution 3
(eTable 1). Institution 3 did not include photographs of
skin of color patients in its acne, psoriasis, or cutaneous
malignancy lectures. Institution 1 also did not include any
skin of color patients in its malignancy lecture. Lectures
that focused on pigmentary disorders, atopic dermatitis,
infectious conditions, and benign cutaneous neoplasms
were more likely to display photographs of skin of color
patients; for example, lectures that discussed infectious
conditions, such as superficial mycoses, herpes viruses,
human papillomavirus, syphilis, and atypical mycobacterial infections, were consistently among those with higher
proportions of photographs of skin of color patients.
Throughout the entire preclinical dermatology course
at all 3 institutions, of 2945 lecture slides, only 24 (0.8%)
unique differences were noted between skin color and
non–skin of color patients, with 10 total differences noted
by institution 1, 6 by institution 2, and 8 by institution 3
(Table). The majority of these differences (19/24) were
related to epidemiologic differences in prevalence among
varying racial/ethnic groups, with only 5 instances highlighting differences in clinical presentation. There was
only a single instance that elaborated on the underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms of the discussed difference. Of all 24 unique differences discussed, 8 were
related to skin cancer, 3 were related to dermatitis, and
2 were related to the difference in manifestation of erythema in patients with darker skin (eTable 2).
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view photographs, or highlighted pathology obscuring
the surrounding skin. We excluded duplicate photographs
and histologic images from the analyses.
We also reviewed 19 conditions previously highlighted
by the SOCS as areas of importance to skin of color
patients.20 The coders tracked how many of these conditions were noted in each lecture. Duplicate discussion of
these conditions was not included in the analyses. Any
discrepancies between coders were resolved through
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A–C, Examples of images classified as skin of color, indeterminate,
and not skin of color, respectively.
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Comment
The results of this study demonstrated that skin of color
is underrepresented in the preclinical dermatology curriculum at these 3 institutions. Although only 16% of all
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Notable Data Points Across 3 US Medical Schools
Institution 2

Institution 3

Total

Total no. of dermatology
lectures

18

8

17

43

Total no. of lecture slides

1409

710

826

2945

Total no. of images

836

658

650

2144

Total no. of histologic images

178

80

74

332

Total no. of clinical images
(excluding histology)

658

578

576

1812

Total no. of clinical skin of
color images (%)a

155 (23.6)

76 (13.1)

Total no. of indeterminate
images (%)a

83 (12.6)

45 (7.8)

No. of conditions of
importance to skin of color
patients discussed (N=19)(%)

16 (84.2)

13 (68.4)

Total no. of skin of color
differences discussed

10

6

Methodc by which the
differences were discussed (n)

Text (7), image (3)

Text (4), image (2)

Types of differencesd
discussed (n)

Epidemiology/risk (9),
presentation (1)
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Institution 1

290 (16.0)

17 (3.0)

145 (8.0)

9 (47.4)

12.7 (66.8)b
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59 (10.2)

Epidemiology/risk (6),
presentation (1)

8

24

Text (7), image (1)

Text (18), image (6)

Epidemiology/risk (4),
presentation (3),
disease process (1)

Epidemiology/risk (19),
presentation (5),
disease process (1)e

Proportion was calculated out of total no. of clinical images (excluding histologic images).

a

Video, image, text, or other.

c

IS

Average calculated for the 3 institutions.

b

Clinical presentation, disease process, epidemiology/risk, treatment, or other.

d

Total no. of differences equals 25 because 1 difference discussed both epidemiologic variations as well as differences in clinical presentation.
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included clinical photographs were of skin of color, individuals with skin of color will soon represent more than
half of the total US population within the next 2 decades.1
To increase representation of skin of color patients, teaching faculty should consciously and deliberately include
more photographs of skin of color patients for a wider
variety of common conditions, including atopic dermatitis
and psoriasis, in addition to those that tend to disparately
affect skin of color patients, such as pseudofolliculitis barbae or melasma. Furthermore, they also can incorporate
more detailed discussions about important differences
seen in skin of color patients.
More Skin of Color Photographs in Psoriasis Lectures—At
institution 3, there were no skin of color patients included
in the psoriasis lecture, even though there is considerable
data in the literature indicating notable differences in the
clinical presentation, quality-of-life impact, and treatment of psoriasis in skin of color patients.11,22 There are
WWW.MDEDGE.COM/DERMATOLOGY

multiple nuances in psoriasis manifestation in patients
with skin of color, including less-conspicuous erythema
in darker skin, higher degrees of dyspigmentation, and
greater body surface area involvement. For Black patients
with scalp psoriasis, the impact of hair texture, styling
practices, and washing frequency are additional considerations that may impact disease severity and selection of
topical therapy.11 The lack of inclusion of any skin of color
patients in the psoriasis lecture at one institution further
underscores the pressing need to prioritize communities
of color in medical education.
More Skin of Color Photographs in Cutaneous Malignancy
Lectures—Similarly, while a lecturer at institution 2 noted
that acral lentiginous melanoma accounts for a considerable proportion of melanoma among skin of color
patients,23 there was no mention of how melanoma
generally is substantially more deadly in this population, potentially due to decreased awareness and
VOL. 108 NO. 4 I OCTOBER 2021 207
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There are several potential strategies that can be
used to better represent skin of color in dermatologic preclinical medical education, including increasing
awareness, especially among dermatology teaching faculty, of existing disparities in the representation of skin
of color in the preclinical curricula. Additionally, all dermatology teaching materials could be reviewed at the
department level prior to being disseminated to medical
students to assess for instances in which skin of color
could be prioritized for discussion or varying disease
presentations in skin of color could be demonstrated.
Finally, teaching faculty may consider photographing
more clinical images of their skin of color patients to
further develop a catalog of diverse images that can be
used to teach students.
Study Limitations—Our study was unable to account
for verbal discussion of skin of color not otherwise
denoted or captured in lecture slides. Additional limitations include the utilization of Fitzpatrick skin types
to describe and differentiate varying skin tones, as the
Fitzpatrick scale originally was developed as a method
to describe an individual’s response to UV exposure.19
The inability to further delineate the representation
of darker skin types, such as those that may be classified as Fitzpatrick skin types V or VI,19 compared to
those with lighter skin of color also was a limiting
factor. This study was unable to assess for discussion
of other common conditions affecting skin of color
patients that were not listed as one of the priority conditions by SOCS. Photographs that were designated
as indeterminate were difficult to elucidate as skin of
color; however, it is possible that instructors may have
verbally described these images as skin of color during
lectures. Nonetheless, it may be beneficial for learners if
teaching faculty were to clearly label instances where
skin of color patients are shown or when notable differences are present.
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inconsistent screening.24 Furthermore, at institutions 1
and 3, there were no photographs or discussion of
skin of color patients during the cutaneous malignancy lectures. Evidence shows that more emphasis is
needed for melanoma screening and awareness in skin of
color populations to improve survival outcomes,24 and
this begins with educating not only future dermatologists but all future physicians as well. The failure to
include photographs of skin of color patients in discussions or lectures regarding cutaneous malignancies may
serve to further perpetuate the harmful misperception
that individuals with skin of color are unaffected by
skin cancer.25,26
Analysis of Skin of Color Photographs in Infectious
Disease Lectures—In addition, lectures discussing infectious etiologies were among those with the highest
proportion of skin of color photographs. This relatively
disproportionate representation of skin of color compared
to the other lectures may contribute to the development
of harmful stereotypes or the stigmatization of skin of
color patients. Although skin of color should continue to
be represented in similar lectures, teaching faculty should
remain mindful of the potential unintended impact from
lectures including relatively disproportionate amounts of
skin of color, particularly when other lectures may have
sparse to absent representation of skin of color.
More Photographs Available for Education—Overall,
our findings may help to inform changes to preclinical
dermatology medical education at other institutions to
create more inclusive and representative curricula for
skin of color patients. The ability of instructors to provide
visual representation of various dermatologic conditions
may be limited by the photographs available in certain
textbooks with few examples of patients with skin of
color; however, concerns regarding the lack of skin of
color representation in dermatology training is not a
novel discussion.17 Although it is the responsibility of
all dermatologists to advocate for the inclusion of skin
of color, many dermatologists of color have been leading the way in this movement for decades, publishing
several textbooks to document various skin conditions in
those with darker skin types and discuss unique considerations for patients with skin of color.27-29 Images from
these textbooks can be utilized by programs to increase
representation of skin of color in dermatology training.
There also are multiple expanding online dermatologic
databases, such as VisualDx, with an increasing focus
on skin of color patients, some of which allow users to
filter images by degree of skin pigmentation.30 Moreover,
instructors also can work to diversify their curricula by
highlighting more of the SOCS conditions of importance
to skin of color patients, which have since been renamed
and highlighted on the Patient Dermatology Education
section of the SOCS website.20 These conditions, while
not completely comprehensive, provide a useful starting
point for medical educators to reevaluate for potential
areas of improvement and inclusion.
208 I CUTIS®

Conclusion
Future studies would benefit from the inclusion of audio
data from lectures, syllabi, and small group teaching
materials from preclinical courses to more accurately
assess representation of skin of color in dermatology
training. Additionally, future studies also may expand to
include images from lectures of overlapping clinical specialties, particularly infectious disease and rheumatology,
to provide a broader assessment of skin of color exposure.
Furthermore, repeat assessment may be beneficial to
assess the longitudinal effectiveness of curricular changes
at the institutions included in this study, comparing older
lectures to more recent, updated lectures. This study also
may be replicated at other medical schools to allow for
wider comparison of curricula.
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with the hopes of improving medical education.
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APPENDIX

eTABLE 1. Conditions

of Importance to Skin of Color Patients Addressed by Institution
Institution 1

Institution 2

Institution 3

Acne

Y

Y

Y

Acne keloids

Y

Y

N

Central centrifugal cicatricial alopecia

Y

N

N

Cosmetics and skin renewal

Y

N

N

Dermatosis papulosa nigra

Y

Y

Dissecting cellulitis of the scalp

N

N

Eczema/atopic dermatitis

Y

Y

Keloids

Y

N

Melanoma

Y

Y

Nonmelanoma skin cancer

Y

Postinflammatory hyperpigmentation

Y

Pseudofolliculitis barbae

N

Sarcoidosis

Y

Seborrheic dermatitis

Y

Tinea capitis

Y

Total

C

Vitiligo

U

Trichorrhexis nodosa

T

Traction alopecia
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N
N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

16

11

9
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Tinea versicolor
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Condition

Abbreviations: Y, yes; N, no.
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eTABLE 2.

Topics Related to Skin of Color Differences Discussed in Lectures
Institution 1

Institution 2

Institution 3

Epidemiology/risk

(1) Increased prevalence of
atopic dermatitis in Black
and Asian populations;
(2) dermatomyositis more
common in Black women;
(3) lighter skin associated with
increased risk of skin cancer;
(4) PIH more common in darker
skin; (5) dermatosis papulosa
nigra more common in Black
and Asian patients; (6) CCCA
more common in Black women;
(7) discoid lupus erythematosus
more common in Afro-Caribbean
women; (8) risk for melanoma
greater in White patients;
(9) individuals with darker skin
still at risk for skin cancer

(1) Rosacea more common
in lighter skin; (2) dermatosis
papulosa nigra most often affects
darker skin types; (3) certain
patterns of hyperpigmentation
more common in Black and
Asian newborns; (4) light skin
is a risk factor for skin cancer;
(5) acral lentiginous melanoma
increased in Black, Hispanic,
and Asian patients; (6) white
men aged >50 y have highest
risk for melanoma

(1) Cutaneous perforating
disorders are more common
in Black diabetics on dialysis;
(2) lower prevalence of psoriasis
in Asian populations; (3) varying
melanoma risk factors, including
skin type; (4) acanthosis
nigricans more common in
individuals with darker skin

Clinical presentation

(1) Pityriasis rosea in darker skin

(1) Certain patterns of
hyperpigmentation more
common in Black and Asian
newborns

(1) Redness in dermatitis may
appear hyperpigmented in darker
skin; (2) erythema can be hard
to detect in skin of color; (3) may
see papular form of dermatitis in
children with darker skin

Disease process

Not available

Not available

Dysfunction in melanin
production leads to increased
rates of skin cancer
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Topic
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Abbreviations: PIH, postinflammatory hyperpigmentation; CCCA, central centrifugal cicatricial alopecia.
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